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About This Game

Gold Rush! takes you back to the year 1849, when gold was discovered in California. It was certainly one of the most exciting
times in American history. Gold Rush! includes the three routes tens of thousands took to the gold regions. Become Jerrod

Wilson and experience each trek as you travel from New York to California.

Whichever route you decide to take, you will see many historical sights. Try going overland across the Great Plains and huge
mountain ranges, crossing the Isthmus of Panama, or rounding Cape Horn on the tip of South America. If you survive and arrive

at Sutter’s Fort, the adventure is still only half over! Many other puzzles remain to be solved before you achieve your goals in
California.

Experience the classic style of the original game, which delighted millions of gamers in the eighties. Gold Rush! is automatically
installed and configured to run on all modern Windows systems, via DOSBox.

Features:

Unique art design causes you to travel back to the middle of the 19th Century

Three different western routes (3 adventures in one game)

Parser interface
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Bonus Items:

Historical map of the three routes

Original User’s Guide

Unpublished original concept drawings of the developer from the 80s

Compatible operating systems: Windows XP to Windows 8 with the help of DOSBox
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Title: Gold Rush! Classic
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
The Software Farm, Sunlight Games, Sierra Entertainment
Publisher:
Sunlight Games
Release Date: 23 Dec, 1988

 a09c17d780 

English
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AWESOME multiplayer with cops! :) Had sooo much fun back then.. SimpleRockets is great. As taken from the name, it's
quite simple - however there are a lot of things to do. I bought this game as my current computer cannot run Kerbal Space
Program, however I still wanted to build rockets. It goes without saying that this isn't KSP so don't buy if you're expecting an
advanced game like that.

As far as it goes you can build rockets, probes and rovers, and basically send them wherever you want - oh and the graphics are
just plain awesome.

Thinking of getting it? Do it!. I cannot recommend this game at its current retail price. TL;DR somewhat simplistic, needs
polish, buy it on sale if at all. To the dev, I recommend lowering the price to $2.99.

YOU CAN ZOOM OUT. I'm putting that there so the preview of this review shows it to any potential customers. Use
the scroll wheel to zoom out to a distance that makes sense for you. Unfortunately, when the player gets covered up by
the level geometry, it snaps back to "Behind-the-Head-O-Vision," which is incredibly annoying. I wish the default was
the Zoomed Out view, and the player would silhouette through the geometry. Super Mario 3D World is a good example,
where when you were obscured you would appear as a colored shadow on all the geometry, though it's common in a lot
of games.

The mechanics are interesting but lack polish. The "Vacoom Tubes" need some indication of which direction theyre
going, in my opinion. I agree with other reviews that say that my instincts that Space is Jump leads to many deaths.

Which reminds me, Please raise the killZ floor or whatever it's called in Unity. I know I've made a mistake, I don't
need to fall past the stars for a good solid 30 Seconds or whatever. When you fall to your death, you just have to sit and
wait for the restart, which only promotes a fear of taking risk, and there is some fun to be had taking shortcuts.

I don't know if I haven't gotten far enough to hear new music, but please make it change in some way. I would say
having a few different tracks for each "section" of the game would be nice, so that if you're constantly having to
restart the level(ie from dying which happens a lot) you don't just keep hearing the same 30 seconds of music over and
over and over and over and over and over and over and over and over and over and over and over and over and over
and see how annoying that was?

It's an interesting title, but I can't say its entirely fun. It's actually kind of boring. I don't think it's worth $10 dollars. I
got it on sale for $3.49 and I'm regretting spending that much. This could be an good game, it just needs a lot more
work. This almost seems like a tech demo or an alpha version.. Nice experience and the music fits it perfectly. I just
wish it was longer.. A tiny game where you shoot bullets. Meh.. A VR sword fighting game that intially was promising,
but has been seemingly abandonded by the developer despite its buggy state and the developer started to work on his
next game instead (Jet Island).

Content wise I was able to run through everything in a bit more than 2 hours, but if the actual gameplay wouldn't be
broken, it could have been a lot more fun to replay old levels. As it stands now, bad animations, bad collision detection,
no anti-waggle mechanics and no signs of fixing the current issues, I cannot recommend this game.. I've played dozens
of games like this but oh my. The quality of this game is amazing even in its early access state. Strongly recommend the
game! I've rarely seen as charming a game.
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Pros -- graphics are outstanding
  -- reminds me of xcom in it's tactical battles
  -- lots of customization, of individual crew and ship
Cons - Early Access bugs, but I expect over time those to be corrected.

Bottom line -- This could be an A level game in the making.. So funny wish there were mods.. Played it on Windows 8.1
x64 (latest nvidia drivers) and I had no problems starting the game, played it in the 16:10 setting with 4x antialiasing
(there were sometimes graphical glitches during the game (like characters walking through the backgroundplate or
animations playing at the wrong position), and it did quit once when I tried to go to another location, so be sure to save
your game every now and then)..

The game itself is quite fun if you like these point and click adventures (at least I thought it was quite fun).. There are
3 acts and every act has you playing as the 3 main characters on their own mission.
But there are some stuff I find not well done, like not explaining you could use objects on the characters in your
inventory (I was stuck on papa when I just switched characters and there it was said you should ask another character
about the object (or something like that), only then I knew I needed to use the character icons sometimes).
There are 2 'puzzles' which are extremely annoying as it kinda needs you to just guess the correct images in a specific
order.. and especially with the second 'image' puzzle it seems if you don't get it right the first time you can't seem to
finish it, so be sure to save when you're jane and entering the temple to defeat greenbeard..
Most of the puzzles are straight forward if you look around and just use object together or ask the other characters
about it.
I bought it in a pack of more games with the pack costing about 3 euro's, so I definitly think it's worth the price, but
the regular 10 euro it is on steam in the glitchie state it is, I would not recommend it, anything below 5 euro's I can..
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Not worth the price tag in it's current state, I've seen games for 5 dollars that had a lot more going on.

It's "decent" enough but it needs more castable chickens, absolute deal breaker there aren't any poultry available to hire for
scenes. Great short game that's for sure worth the money. Despite the simplicity, I found myself becoming so attached to the
characters and the world that it was almost sad when it was over. The soundtrack is absolutely breathtaking, as are the visuals
and the storytelling. The only real issue I had was bad optimization (Low FPS, freezes, crashes, etc) when flying above denser
areas. 9/10.. Very good software, but crashes a lot on macOS! I'd give it 4/5 stars.

I really like it and it has a lot of very useful features. But unfortunately the macOS version seems like a simple port of the
windows one.
The full screen is not working properly and increases the chance of crash.
The more it's open ( even in idle and minimized ) the more chance of crash.
Can't drag and drop scml files to it and have to open within the software.

Overal it seems like a very good software and I was lucky to learn about it in steam summer sale which was 50% off.. This game
caught my attention at Dreamhack Austin - I was drawn to it for what I thought was a very unique gameplay mechanic. What I
didn't expect was how beautiful the story and the music would be as well. I was hooked to keep going forward in the game, and
at the same time, I had to pause sometimes to take in the background music. The story seemed
 simple but in the end, the complex relationships really moved me. It really takes you for a ride, and makes you feel some things.

See full review: https:\/\/www.sleepytoadstool.com\/reviews\/blink-2017. This game is pretty fun, but has room for a lot more
expansion. It is a bit slow paced for battles, but if you are in the mood to just kind of enjoy a game at this pace it is good.
Strategy is fairly simple. Ship customization is not huge, but good for this game scope. Bottom line, if you can judge distances
and angles (acutally have to to do some real math kids!), its easy to get good kills. Random "card" feature unlocks can be very
handy too. All in all, about a 7 of 10.. Creativity without screwing up! This is a unique take on a music game that lets you create
music but guarantees that it harmonizes. There's a huge variety of instruments and musical genres, making it a lot of fun to mix
and match, trying out different combinations. It's fun to play and I really enjoyed the environments and VR elements, like the
instrument selections and floating notes.
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